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Imagine how great your life will be -- and 

how wonderful your relationships with your 

animals could be -- if you only knew how to 

speak their language?   

 

Animals are brought into your life for a reason. They are your Teachers, Healers, 

Angels and Guides. When you learn how to recognize, respect and revere them 

as the spiritual beings they truly are, they can help you become a better human.  

And when you learn to speak their language, you’ll be a better communicator too! 

As pet parents, we want nothing more than for our animals to be healthy, behave 

well and be happy.  

Like the parents of children, animals need to be able to tell you things.  You need 

to know what’s bothering them, where they hurt, what happened, what makes 

them feel sad and what makes them happy.  

Just like human children, the animals in your life try to communicate with you all 

the time because they have a lot to share with you.  Some of their wisdom is 

funny, loving and kind, and some of what they have to say is life changing, 

profound and insightful. 

Learning how to communicate with animals is important because people 

misunderstand their animals all the time.  That leads to a lot of tail chasing on 

expensive guesswork with vets and trainers, investments in unnecessary 
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equipment (or replacing damaged items).  Without knowing what your pet is 

thinking, you can get into interesting and sometimes awful predicaments.  

Because your animals reflect your own imbalances, wounds and issues, they 

also become your best teachers and healers.  You can make their life and your 

own a lot easier, more fun and healthier through the power of a conversation. 

Talking with animals and connecting at a deeper level helps you be a better, 

more balanced, kind and considerate person.  It also helps you be healthier and 

clearer about who you really are, and who your animal really is.   

Doing this one thing right will completely transform the quality of your and 

your pet’s life. 

I’ve spent the last 30 years of my life helping people with their animals all over 

the world.  People contact me every day desperate for insight into why their 

animals are sick, ill or dying, why they behave in a dangerous or confusing way, 

feeling worried they are missing something important because their animal 

seems depressed or unhappy.  

You may be having problems with sick animals, animals that your vet is having 

trouble helping heal…   

You may be struggling with obedience, training or behavior issues, when 

everything you’ve tried so far hasn’t worked very well and you don’t know what to 

do next….   

You may be worried about a pending euthanasia decision, you may be in agony 

of indecision about whether it’s time to put your animal to sleep or not, wondering 
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if they are suffering.  How do you know if what you’re doing to help them is 

actually helping – or causing them more pain?   

You may be trying to boost your performance in the show ring, and wondering 

why your horse or dog just can’t seem to make the grade, resists training or 

doesn’t improve beyond a certain level.   

The saddest most painful consultations I do are the ones where people contacted 

me too late.  If we had talked with their animal before things got so bad, we might 

have been able to save their life. 

Wouldn’t you love to have a more direct connection with your animal?   

What if you could simply ask them what was wrong, where they hurt, how they 

felt, why they behaved the way they did?   

How would knowing how to do this yourself change your life?  You would be able 

to help your animal to feel safer, more loved, respected and understood.   

Maybe in a moment of desperation 

you wished you could just 

magically stick a phone inside your 

pet’s head so you could know what 

they’re thinking!  

Good news!  You CAN!  It’s easy to 

learn how to hear your pets 

thoughts, no phones required.  

The HOW of learning to recognize, respect and revere them is in discovering 

who they really are by knowing how to commune with them.     
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You owe it to yourself and to your animals to make the effort.  They work hard to 

be your best friend.  They love you unconditionally.  They are there for you when 

you’re sad, lonely or confused.   You should return the favor!   

They don’t care if you’re having a bad hair day, are over or underweight, and 

they couldn’t care less if you aren’t wearing any makeup or are going bald.  

What do they need from you in return?  All they ask is that you to be their best 

friend.  And to do that, you simply need to know their language so you can 

understand them at a deep level and receive the wisdom, healing, love and 

inspiration they have to share with you every day.  

Are you having problems with your pet?   

The first place to begin solving things is always through communication.   

Learning how to talk with animals saves you money, energy and time because by 

taking the time to discuss things with them, they can help you discover what the 

real problem actually is from their viewpoint (instead of your guessing or 

assuming).  Just as you would talk things over with your best friend, your 

teacher, boss or coworker, a senior parent or a child, if you don’t connect and 

communicate up front so you understand each other, then you can go way off 

track quickly.  You can make things worse in a hurry, or end up wasting a great 

deal of time, energy and money with little or no result. 

Animals continually share their thoughts and feelings with you every day.  And in 

many ways, you are already receiving their messages but you may not feel clear 

or consciously aware enough (yet) to decipher and filter the information properly 

so you can know what they are saying.   
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The key is to become more conscious, more fully present so you can enjoy a 

direct energetic connection.  To do that, all you need is to take a little time to 

learn and practice the tools and techniques you need to succeed, and which you 

are about to learn. 

 

Animals are telepathic.   

Telepathy is just a fancy way of saying that you can feel, sense and hear others 

over a distance.  You do this every day, all day long, your whole life.  You were 

born knowing how to do this.  You may have shut down your senses in some 

way, or lost conscious awareness of how you’re actually receiving or sharing 

information with others, but you’re still doing it. 

Your animals can see what is in your mind’s eye, and they easily feel what you 

are feeling.  Have you ever noticed how your pet disappears when it’s time to go 

to the veterinarian or when it’s time for a bath?  Or how they can appear almost 

magically when you have something good to eat?   

I once worked with a blind and deaf cocker spaniel.  We were in the living room, 

and his person and I started discussing one of his favorite treats, cheese.  The 

next thing we knew, he got up and headed to the kitchen where he sat down and 

eagerly waited on us to come open the refrigerator and get him a cheese snack!   

This isn’t an accident or a coincidence.  If they are paying attention, they always 

know what’s going on with you.   
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And when you learn how to pay attention, you can know what’s going on with 

them too. 

Today I invite you to step into the wonderful amazing world of animal 

communication.   

 

Animal communication is The Essential Key 

to enjoying loving, happy and healthy 

relationships with animals.  

I’m Val Heart. At various times in my long 

career as a leading, internationally known 

animal communication expert, I’ve been 

called The Real Dr. Doolittle™ and Animal 

Communicator to the Stars. I’m a 

bestselling author and co-author, and am 

the founder of the HEART System™ for solving problems with pets.  I’m also the 

host and founder of the Animal Talk Coaching Club, where students around the 

world come for education, community, mentoring and inspiration.  

I’m known for my work with underperforming horses, because with my 5 step 

Equine Peak Performance system I can help them achieve their true potential 

and love their work with joy, dignity and enthusiasm. 

People all over the world seek me out because they care about their animals who 

are struggling. They’ve heard that I can solve problems in minutes, rather than 
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years. The way I do that is by giving your animals a voice so they can tell you 

how they feel, if they are in pain, and what confuses them or makes them sad.  

Before knowing how to communicate with animals, I remember yearning for a 

more fulfilling, intimate relationship with them. I wanted to understand what they 

knew about the world around us that I didn’t know.  They have viewpoints, 

insights and wisdom all their own, and I wanted to learn from them.   

One day, I had a life transforming experience when I heard a voice. There’s a 

scripture in the Bible where a donkey was telling the person who was riding him 

not to go to the city where he was going because that was not the calling; that it 

was not the prophet’s mission. And the donkey talked to him and the prophet 

heard him.  

Some people laughed at that. But I know, on that one special day in January 

1993 that I heard a voice from an animal as clear as the human voices I hear on 

a regular basis. And that changed the course of my life. I never saw animals in 

quite the same way again. The wall of limitation came down and I experienced a 

moment of enlightenment, an epiphany.   

What happened?  I’m glad you asked because it’s an amazing story.  

On that chilly overcast, rainy day in January 1993, I was helping my friend who 

had an injured horse.  We were in her barn on the outskirts of San Antonio, 

Texas.  She was working with her gorgeous glossy black Percheron mare 

Valkyrie who had suffered a serious physical injury in her hip that wasn’t healing.   

Clear as a bell, in a breakthrough moment, I heard the horse share her heart with 

me.  She told me all about the horrible things that had happened to her, how 
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upsetting it was, how angry she felt and how much it hurt.  Her body was hurting 

but the real pain was in her memories, her emotions and in her mind.   

She needed someone to hear her, to understand, to care enough to talk to her.  

And I did, by connecting and understanding her at a very deep spiritual level.   

And as we watched and as I listened to her story, the fist-sized wound on her hip 

that had not healed in months?  It literally disappeared before our eyes… all 

because, for the first time, a human was able to hear the horse’s heart and listen 

to her story. She finally felt respected and understood, and she could let the 

trauma go.   

All of us have this capacity, the ability to know our animal’s thoughts, feelings 

and experiences.  We are connected with animals at the deepest energetic level.  

The problem is that most of us have not discovered how to create the opening to 

experience the depth and the truth of the connection at a heart to heart, mind to 

mind level.  

Scientists have discovered what animal lovers already know in our heart of 

hearts: animals are sentient, wise, intelligent creatures. Plants communicate with 

each other about insect invaders and other problems in various parts of the 

garden or forest – that has been documented. Dolphins can tell us about things 

they’ve never seen with their physical eyes. Gorillas taught sign language can 

make up new words to say what they need to express if they haven’t been taught 

the word or phrase for it. 

Animals clearly think about things in their life, they feel emotions, they reason 

situations through to figure out how to solve puzzles and games.  Often their 

answers and inquiries will delight and surprise you!  
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It’s important to realize that the

being sitting beside you currently 

disguised as an animal is way more 

intelligent than you may realize.  

And, they can help you beyond your 

wildest dreams.  

Do you have any idea who you 

could be living with? When you peel 

the curtain back and see beyond the 

veil, you may find a master healer, a wise teacher, your very own best guru and 

you don’t even have to climb a mountain, sequester yourself in a monastery or

go to an ashram. 

Do you ever get the sense that your pet is trying to tell you something… but you 

just don’t get it?

Well I’ve got news for you – they ARE trying to tell you something. Animals

spend their entire lives trying to break through so you can hear them. They want 

to help you. They work hard to heal you, to inspire you, to share their wisdom 

with you. 

You can receive the wisdom your pet wants to share, learn to take actions that 

improve their behavior and even help them heal. You can even experience 

deeper spiritual meaning, clarity and peace of mind. How? By learning to speak 

their language. 

Let me share with you a few things that you can do that will deepen your 

relationship with them far beyond the norm.   

Photo Courtesy of www.flickr.com
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So the next time you are with your dog or your cat or horse or bird or whatever 

animal is around you, wild or domestic, you will know how to recognize, respect 

and revere them for who they truly are.   

You want to learn how to listen not just  

with your ears and eyes but with your whole heart. 

 

What Animal Communication Actually Is  

Animal communication is a telepathic sharing of energy, impressions, feelings, 

concepts and ideas. If you’re alive reading this right now, then trust me, you are 

already communicating telepathically by sending, sharing and receiving energy 

with everyone around you. 

Animal Communication is NOT mind control. And just because you tell an animal 

something you want them to do, it doesn’t mean that they will do it. They have 

their own viewpoint, understanding, concerns, needs and wants.    

Telepathic communication works by sharing your energy with each other, your 

heart to their heart, your mind to theirs. It doesn’t just focus on your words or 

language, it’s actually an energetic exchange of information. Animals don’t 

always think in thoughts, they think in feelings. 

For instance, do you know how it feels to feel sad? To grieve? To feel angry? To 

feel upset, or worried or frightened?   
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If you can find these 

emotions in yourself, then 

you already know how they 

feel. That means you can 

easily learn to recognize 

these energies in others 

with just a little practice.   

It’s time to learn about the 

importance of understanding 

and working with emotions and energy.  You’ll discover more about your own 

individual Signature Style in the How to Talk to Animals Beginning Foundations, 

Advanced Topics Courses and the Animal Talk Coaching Club.   

Understanding feelings and how to work with them is critical to your success in 

talking with animals. The point is that if you can feel these energies and get clear 

about them, then you can in fact sense what your animal is thinking and feeling. 

It’s important to learn how to be emotionally peaceful and comfortable with what 

you’re feeling before you’ll be able to feel someone else’s emotions accurately. 

All beginning students have to do the inner work on this issue. 

Animals share energy, thoughts, feelings, understand concepts, beliefs and 

attitudes. Once you know how to tune in the right way, you can access their 

knowledge, wisdom and viewpoints.   

Saying that, some animals are much easier to talk to than others. It depends on 

what they think of humans and what they expect from you. Once you know the 

Photo Courtesy of Unsplash.com 
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basics of how to communicate with animals, you’ll need to learn how to carry on 

a good and productive conversation with them.   

Animal Talk isn’t just for fun! It’s also about changing behavior, improving 

training, preparing them for transition, reconnecting in the afterlife… you can 

even help your pet heal when they’re sick -- when you know how to do it right. 

Let the journey begin… 

 

 

3 Fundamental Animal Talk Principles  

Are The Basis For All Relationships. 

Once you understand these 3 Principles, I’ll teach you how to use them to deliver 

a message to any animal at any time, using my simple 3 Simple Steps process.  

A lot of students get extraordinary results with their animals just by using these 3 

steps. That’s because these 3 Principles will help bridge the communication gap 

between you and everyone in your life, because as you’ll discover if you choose 

to continue your training with me, communicating with animals is a spiritual 

journey that can and will change your life. 
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Principle #1: Animals SEE You.   

Okay, I can hear you thinking (because I’m psychic, of course!): 

“But Val, of course they see me! If I’m in their line of sight, if they’re looking at 

me, they see me and I see them! What do you mean?” 

Let me explain so you can understand what animals REALLY see and what I see 

when I connect and communicate with animals!   

Have you seen the movie Avatar? It’s one of my favorite movies. There is a 

scene in it where the native people called the Navi say “I SEE YOU”.  

It means, they GET you. They SEE the essence of you, your soul, your Spirit, 

WHO you really are. It’s deep, it’s spiritual, it’s your HEART, your Truth 

connecting you with another being at a deep spiritual level. 

When I say animals SEE you, that’s what I mean. They see through to the heart 

of you, your essence, your Spirit. 

Of course, they also see your body language just like you do theirs. They watch 

you, like you do them.   

They also see deeply into your heart, your mind, your spirit. They read your 

unique energetic frequencies, the part of you that makes you YOU. 

We are spiritual beings disguised in physical human bodies. They are spiritual 

beings disguised as animals. 
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So, Principle #1 is that animals SEE who you really are, both physically AND 

subtly. If your body language is closed off, they sense that. If you are feeling 

impatient with them, they feel it. They see your truth. 

The real question is, can you see them?   

Look at an animal right now, a living animal or a picture of an animal is fine.  You 

can even do this with a picture of a deceased animal.  Notice what you “see” 

about their energy.  Take a minute and use your imagination to see their aura, 

the energy field around their body.  If you could see it, what would it look like? 

How big would it be?  What color would it be?  Does it seem strong and vibrant 

or soft, quiet, peaceful?   Is it a solid field of energy and/or color, or is it broken, 

weak in some areas, strong in other areas?  What else do you notice?   

 

Principle #2: Animals HEAR You! 

If you call their name, clap your hands, make noises, shout or yell at them… I if 

they are in earshot and aren’t deaf, then yes, of course, they can hear you!   

But let’s dive in a little deeper.  There is a major difference between physical 

hearing and subtle hearing. 

Your tone of voice, volume, timbre, dialect, cadence, are all things that make up 

your voice and what they hear physically. 

Subtly, they also hear your intention, your meaning behind the odd combination 

of sounds coming out of your mouth which could be very different from someone 
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else saying the exact same thing!  They get the context, attitude and beliefs 

behind your words.   

You can tell them the same exact story (cue or signal) and they’ll receive it 

differently depending on what energy and context you put into it. 

Think for a minute… How does a parent know when their baby’s cry means “I’m 

wet” or “I’m just having a bad day” or “I’m in pain” or “I’m scared?”  

Ever wonder how a parent actually knows the difference?  They are listening with 

their heart. 

Principle #2 is that animals HEAR you, both physically AND subtly. 

The real QUESTION is, can you hear them? 

Imagine what might happen if you could magically put a microphone inside their 

minds, what do you think you might hear them say?  Would they have an accent? 

What might they be thinking about?  If you greeted them or asked them a 

question, what do you imagine they would say in return?   

With the proper training, you can know the exact context behind the sounds they 

are making, both subtle and physical, on the inside and on the outside.   
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Principle #3:  Animals can FEEL you. 

This is the BIG one that most people overlook or are simply clueless about, and it 

could easily be the most important Principle.  I’m talking about emotions, 

feelings, the sharing of energy, life resonance, your chi. 

Emotions are simply energy in motion. They are generated inside our body by 

our neural network and endocrine system, among other things; they are then 

held resonating deeply in the body in various places; and, they are expressed 

through the body’s pores, scent glands and via physical expression like body 

language.  

Emotional energy can get disconnected from our conscious mind and 

awareness.  Mentally you may not be conscious of what you’re feeling in any 

given moment.  In our society, all too often we are trained to suppress our 

emotions, to be polite and politically correct at all times, to put a mask on so 

others don’t know what we’re really thinking or feeling.  And when you have 

many emotions running rampant below the surface, you may not be able to even 

give what you are feeling a name or clear expression.  

One of the gifts of animals is they can FEEL.  They feel your heart, your spirit, 

and all the emotions held and expressed through various places in your body.   

Have you ever noticed that when you’re upset, or sad, or in pain, that your animal 

will act differently? Maybe they come check on you… put their head in your lap 

offering comfort. Sometimes they will come stare at you for a long time, trying so 

hard to share their heart with you, to tell you something they want you to know.   
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Did you know that animals think 

humans are incredibly dense? They 

worry about us, a lot. They can tell 

when we are at risk of getting sick, 

or something is going wrong in our 

lives or relationships… And they do

their best to breakthrough our 

barriers so they can help us heal. 

When your innate ability to subtly see, hear and feel them is compromised, you 

become incoherent and confusing to animals because you are disconnected from 

your bodies, your mind is not fully present, you aren’t really listening and you

can’t pay attention because you’re too distracted.  You wind up being scattered

all over the place.  Often you don’t even know what you’re saying or thinking! 

You need to help them understand you by simplifying your thoughts, gaining 

clarity about what you really want/need, being fully present, mentally quiet and 

receptive.  If you want to send a coherent, understandable message to an 

animal, it’s your job to do your inner work to set things up right inside yourself so

they can understand you.    

So to recap, the 3rd Principle is your animals can FEEL you.  

The real question is… Can YOU feel them?

Imagine looking across a room at a friend or stranger and that you immediately 

know or have a sense of what they are feeling, whether they are angry, sad, 

depressed, excited, happy, lighthearted, or in love… If you can do that, and I 

know you can, then you really can do this! 

Photo Courtesy of istockphoto.com
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When you really get good at it, then it’s no longer your imagination, it’s the Truth

and you become a real animal communicator!  

Now you know the 3 Fundamental Principles to communicating with all animals:  

See - Hear - Feel.  Practice them frequently, with every animal teacher you meet. 

Next, you are ready to learn how to send a direct message to any animal, 

anywhere, any time!  

How to Send a Message in 3 Easy Steps 

So You Can Deliver a Powerful Message 

Talking to animals is really easy once you understand the concepts.  Any animal 

lover can learn how and you don’t have to be psychic or play woo woo games all

day or wear beads and feathers or consult a crystal ball. It doesn’t take much 

time to do either!  

Remember that if your animals are paying attention to you, they already have 

some clues about what you’re thinking and how you’re feeling. They know things

about you that you don’t even know! They see inside your mind’s eye (the

images on your mental monitor). They feel the emotions you’re resonating with.

They hear the words coming out of your mouth and reverberating inside your 

head.  They do their very best to make sense of what you’re thinking, from their 

viewpoint. 
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To send a message to an animal, all you have to do is: 

1. GET CLEAR! First get clear within yourself about what you want to tell 

them and why it’s important. Get their attention so they are listening to you 

and aren’t distracted. 

 

TIP: Consider the story or message from their viewpoint, not just your own. 

 

2. TELL THE STORY!  While you talk it through out loud, take time to see it 

happening in your mind’s eye like you are shooting your own movie video. 

Be sure to feel the feelings that you want them to feel while you tell the 

story so they know if it’s good/happy/positive story or bad/painful/ negative 

message of warning.   

 

TIP: If you are working with a behavior problem, you can explore the best 

case scenario about what you want to have happen ideally. You can also 

explore the worst case scenario with the consequences or risks clearly 

presented. This way they can be better informed, know what they didn’t 

know before, and can make better decisions for themselves. 

 

3. TEST IT! This isn’t rocket science. Animal communication is highly 

subjective, feeling based, energetic communication from heart to heart, 

mind to mind. This isn’t mind control! Look for anything different. There 

could be changes in mood, energy or attitude.  
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They may do exactly what you told them, or they may not, depending on 

their viewpoint, whether they agree with you or not, or they may be 

confused if you haven’t been clear enough. Your job is to inform them 

properly so they can make better choices on their own, and understand the 

consequences of their actions. 

 

TIP: During the story and afterward, practice being sensitive to their 

concerns, mood and their energy in response. If you feel any hesitation, 

wariness, caution or pushback, then stop and ask about what’s come up. 

 

 Did you go too fast? Where were you not clear enough? Did you touch on 

something that is worrisome to them? Notice where you were in the story 

when something shifted, and simply stop to ask them for help 

understanding their viewpoint. Be in the space of it with them and see what 

comes up for you to know, consider or do.   

See how easy it is? You can do this! Sending a message to an animal is as easy 

as 1-2-3 when you know how.  

Get Clear -- Tell the Story -- Test It. 
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Learning animal communication 

is a spiritual journey, and it’s also 

a great deal of fun because 

animals will tell you the most 

amazing things!  Knowing just 

these 3 things will help you see 

the world from a whole new 

perspective.  

If your goal is to master animal 

communication, then you should know that this is only the beginning.   

It gets even more fun when you learn how to receive their messages back so you 

can enjoy a two way dialogue.  Imagine talking to a whole group of animals, a 

pack, herd, flock, etc.!  You can hear their jokes, their concerns, how they feel 

about the worlds around them, and who among them is strong, and who is in 

trouble and needs help.  In a remarkably short period of time, you can learn how 

to receive messages telepathically too. Soon you’ll find yourself talking with 

animals as easily as chatting with your best friend!  

Remember that TRUE heart to heart, mind to mind communication is always a 

two way street.  What you need to tell them is only half the story. What they need 

to tell you is equally important.  

Mastering the art of animal communication is similar to mastering the art of tai chi 

chuan or qi gong or the practice of medicine or engineering or anything else 

worth really investing yourself in. It simply requires your dedication and 

Photo Courtesy of Flickr.com 
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commitment, opportunities to experience excellent education from really good 

teachers, and regular practice to master your skills. 

Animals need us and we need them. With just a few more learned skills, you will 

begin communicating with animals at a deeper level so you can experience a 

beautiful, mutually beneficial dialogue and relationship with the pets you love. 

In the How to Talk to Animals System, I teach students how to hear their animal’s 

emotions, wisdom and thoughts so that you know where problems are really 

coming from, so you know what to do to help, and what not to do. 

If you truly want to be able to communicate with your animals, so that you can 

connect more deeply and take better care of their needs, you don’t want to skip 

this important step. Animal communication is the key to a lasting bond and 

learning this skill can save you time and money and could even save your 

animal’s life!  

 

 

Learn How to Talk to Animals:    

Beginning Animal Communication 

Foundations Course 

Now you know the 3 Fundamental Principles that work to connect with every 

animal, anywhere, anytime. You also know the 3 Steps to SEND a message to 

an animal.  However, with every conversation you have you also need to know 
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how to open the channels and connect so animals can send their messages back 

to you.  

The next step in your journey is to learn the fastest, most direct method of 

connecting and communicating with animals so you can experience receiving. 

Communication is the lifeblood of your relationships. No matter what kind of 

animals you have in your life, no matter how much you love them, no matter how 

much you do for them… everything comes down to your ability to understand and

communicate with them. If you can’t communicate consciously, accurately and

directly so they can tell you what they are thinking and feeling, then you both will 

continue to struggle and feel frustrated or disheartened.   

The Beginning Core Foundations Course shows you how to develop your skills, 

tune in and merge until you are so IN SYNC with your pet, you can’t help but 

KNOW, at a deeply intimate level, what they are thinking, what they need and 

how they really feel.   

This Course takes you through many guided 

processes that will help you experience what 

it’s like to connect, share information back

and forth freely like you would with your best 

friend.  

You’ll even get to experience the fun of one

of my student’s favorite meditations:  how to

BECOME ONE with an animal. This guided process puts you inside their body 

mind so you’ll know how it really feels to be them. You’ll know what they see and 
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sense when they look at the world around them. You’ll also know what makes 

them happy and in the process, you’ll be able to hear what they are thinking. 

This life changing experience will blow your mind!  Once you do this, you’ll never 

look at an animal the same again. Eliminate doubt and create self-confidence in 

your growing skills. This Course shows you how to become one with any animal, 

anywhere, anytime you need to. FAST!   

There’s No Risk to try it out!  The Course is fully guaranteed.

Click the link below to find out how this wonderful Course can change your life, 

then grab your copy before the price goes up!  

Beginning Animal Communication Core Foundations Course 

www.LearnHowtoTalktoAnimals.com/beginning-course/ 

Click the link and discover Val’s unique method for helping you learn how to talk

to animals through her complete system. 

Join Val In The Animal Talk Coaching Club 

Every student needs a safe place to practice their new skills!  How can you get 

good at something if you don’t practice, feel loved and supported, receive

feedback and guidance when you need it?   

http://www.learnhowtotalktoanimals.com/beginning-course/
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The Animal Talk Coaching Club is THE PLACE to enjoy talking with animals 

around the world so you can grow your skills with a loving community of like 

minded animal talk students. You will develop your intuition in ongoing monthly 

trainings and other fantastic bonuses designed to rock your world.  

And, as a Gold Member you will enjoy participating and experiencing the power 

of the monthly LIVE Q&A Calls.  Ask Val your questions, be inspired, coached 

and mentored in your journey, get help with your own animals, and fast track 

your success.   

You can even earn private sessions with Val by playing the accountability game 

(value $1,100!).  

Join Val and other animal lovers around the world in the Animal 

Talk Coaching Club.  You get a FREE 14 day trial membership 

with some really cool bonuses (worth more than $300) 

just for checking it out:

www.AnimalTalkCoachingClub.com

https://ampros18.infusionsoft.com/app/linkClick/22508/66f5d17eae1cfc98/1909826/58caa58e88824987
http://www.AnimalTalkCoachingClub.com
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ABOUT VAL HEART 

Val Heart specializes in helping people who are 

struggling with their pets. She is called The Real 

Dr Doolittle™, Animal Communicator to the Stars 

and is the leading animal problem solving expert. 

A bestselling author, Val is the founder of The 

H.E.A.R.T. System™ a 5 step process for solving 

problems with animals. She also works with 

under-performing show horses and their riders to 

improve performance, health and well-being.   

Val loves teaching animal lovers how to talk with 

animals so you can save money at the vet, solve 

your own behavior, performance and training 

problems. Her mission and passion is to improve the lives of animals the world 

over by helping humans learn how to speak their language, understand their 

viewpoints, and heal. 

After all, it’s our love of animals that helps us learn how to be better humans, and 

the more balanced and healthy we are, the more balanced and healthy they can 

be too.  Learn how easy it is to hear your animal’s voice and wisdom so that you 

can save money at the vet, resolve your own behavior, performance and training 

problems, and learn how to deepen your heart connection with all animals.     
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Help your horse achieve their true potential with Val’s Equine Peak Performance 

System: www.ShowHorseExpert.com    

Private Consulting for Horses, Dogs, Cats and YOU: www.ValHeart.com   

 

All rights reserved. This report or any portion thereof may not be reproduced, redistributed or used in 

any manner whatsoever other than its intended purpose for personal viewing without the express 

written permission of the author. You may download and print this report for your own personal reading. 

If you wish to share this report with someone, please direct them to my website at 

www.AnimalTalkCoachingClub.com or www.LearnHowtoTalktoAnimals.com   

where they can get their own copy. 
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